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Abstract
With the recent developments of highly parametric deep
learning architectures, many recent works have demonstrated
their effectiveness with End-to-End approaches in achieving
state-of-the-art performance in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) tasks. But training such models requires a large amount
of supervised labeled data to achieve good performance. This
makes training ASR using such architectures in low resources
languages challenging. Recent works have focused on rich representation learning using unsupervised data and fine-tuning
them on task-specific limited supervised data. But it requires
additional efforts of learning the rich unsupervised representations separately and then fine-tuning on task-specific data which
is both time-consuming and resource exhaustive. Additionally,
it does not impose any prior about downstream task over the
unsupervised representation learning. In our work, we propose
a hybrid multitask learning approach where both unsupervised
and supervised datasets are used within the same architecture to
train acoustic models under low-resource settings. Our hybrid
learning approach provides required constraints over unsupervised representation learning by using a joint loss comprising
CTC, Attention and reconstruction losses. We show that this
leads to better utilization of the available datasets from both unsupervised and supervised paradigms and is readily applicable
to both mono-lingual and cross-lingual scenarios.
Index Terms: speech recognition, unsupervised learning, lowresource setting, multitask learning

1. Introduction
Rapid advancement in End-to-End automatic speech recognition (E2E ASR) paradigm particularly with highly parametric
Transformer based models [1, 2, 3], have demonstrated the effectiveness of End-to-End ASR system in real-world scenarios
[4, 5]. Training heavily parameterized models are computationally expensive and require a large amount of clean labeled data.
Collecting a large amount of labeled data is a time-consuming,
expensive and labor-intensive process. This poses a serious limitation to train effective E2E ASR models for low resource languages.
Recently, two-stage training approaches like [6, 7, 8, 9]
have been explored to circumvent the need for the large supervised dataset, where an ASR model is first trained in an unsupervised manner on large unlabeled data and then the model is
further fine-tuned on a small labeled dataset. Such two-stage
training approaches require additional training efforts to learn
model parameters in an unsupervised setting and do not necessarily incorporate prior information about the downstream task.
Mathieu et al., [10] proposes a generalization approach for
disentangling latent factors and demonstrates that matching latent space distribution of variational autoencoders with the de-

sired target prior structure help provide interpretability of the
learnt rich unsupervised representations. Without incorporating
information on prior about downstream tasks leads to underutilization of existing resources in unsupervised training for
downstream task-specific use-cases in low-resource scenarios.
The fine-tuning of learnt unsupervised weights can even lead
to forgetting of essential language-specific features and might
result in overfitting on the limited supervised data.
Recent works in the area of computer vision and natural
language processing have explored various multitask learning
approaches, where different subtasks of a higher-level task can
be jointly trained to achieve better performance in-depth estimation [11], scene parsing [12] and natural learning understanding
tasks [13]. For Robust ASR, [14] introduce enhancement as
multitask learning loss and [15] use a problem agnostic speech
encoder with multiple decoders also called workers for different
multitask learning tasks for self-supervised learning scenarios.
Inspired by multitask learning approaches, we propose a
hybrid learning paradigm using a joint loss, where supervised
ASR learning and unsupervised representation learning are considered as two different tasks for a given network architecture which is trained using both supervised and unsupervised
datasets in a single training process. Under the given setting,
our ASR model jointly learns to use both supervised and unsupervised datasets, where the supervised dataset provides an
additional prior about the task of interest for unsupervised representation learning and at the same time the larger unsupervised dataset acts as a regularizer for the ASR model training
over the smaller supervised training set.
Nadig et al., [16], in their work have shown that different layers of encoders learn a different hierarchy of speech abstraction. Encouraged from such works, in our hybrid learning approach the unsupervised task taps encoder representations
from different encoder layers to compute reconstruction loss
and the supervised task uses the last layer of encoded representation from the encoder. This provides additional freedom for
our model to preserve and use the low-level abstraction of the
speech signal. Our results empirically show the benefit of using
different layers of the encoder for unsupervised reconstruction.
We also show the effectiveness of our proposed architecture
in a cross-lingual setting for ASR tasks, where we leverage labeled data from the target language as well as unlabelled data
from other languages and demonstrate improvement in ASR
performance in resource-constrained scenarios.

2. Proposed Framework
In machine learning, we generally train a model for a specific
task using the objective of our interest, where the performance
and generalization are often limited by the amount of dataset for
a given task. Recently proposed multitask learning approaches
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attempt to overcome this limitation by learning representations
that are robust to the variabilities across several related tasks.
This enforces essential prior information about the relationship
between related tasks into the model training, where generating
a task-specific large dataset is challenging.
In [17], the prior information about alignment is introduced
into the Joint CTC-Attention system using multitask learning
approach to address errors in alignment and transcription. The
advantages of such multitask learning become even more important in resource-constrained scenarios which often suffer
from a lack of a large amount of labeled dataset.
In our work, we take inspiration from multitask learning
paradigm and propose a hybrid learning architecture that can
utilize both supervised and unsupervised datasets jointly in one
training process and show its effectiveness in low resource scenarios. We hypothesize that such an approach allows supervised
learning to provide necessary prior about the task of interest for
the unsupervised representation learning, while unsupervised
learning provides the required regularization to ensure that the
model doesn’t overfit on the limited supervised dataset.
Our End-to-End architecture consists of a shared-encoder
and a multi-decoder network as shown in Figure-1 where each
decoder tries to minimize a given task-specific loss. Decoder-1
uses labeled speech data to train for ASR, while Decoder-2 uses
shared encoder representation to reconstruct the input raw filterbank features for better parameter learning of shared encoder.
In our work, we use a tapping scheme where the latent representation from a different layer of the encoder is passed directly to the decoder for unsupervised representation learning
and hence provide a regularizer using different levels of abstraction of the speech signal in overall ASR learning. Our
experiments reveal that using encoded representation directly
from the first layer of the shared encoder provided the best
performance. These results align with the hypothesis of [16],

that within a multitask learning framework, different layers of
shared encoder learns different level of abstraction. The supervised ASR task might need a condensed higher-level representation of speech signal whereas the same level of abstraction
might not be suitable for unsupervised representation learning.
To perform ASR, we compute Joint CTC and Attention loss
[18] (LossASR ) to train Decoder-1 on available supervised subset of data using Equation-1.
LossASR = α ∗ LossCT C + (1 − α) ∗ LossAtt

(1)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
To perform unsupervised representation learning, we compute reconstruction loss (LossRecons ) to train Decoder-2 on
both supervised and unsupervised data to reconstruct input raw
filter-bank features.
For the given input filter-bank feature sequence, Xinput =
[x1 , x2 ...xT ], we use a selective tapping scheme to choose
which corresponding encoder layer’s latent representation to be
passed to Decoder-2 for reconstruction. Using this encoder representation, the Decoder-2 generates Xrecons = [xr1 , xr2 ...xrT ]
and the reconstruction loss LossRecons is computed as mean
squared error as in Equation-2.
LossRecons = |Xinput − Xrecons |2

(2)

With this architecture, the Decoder-1 and Decoder-2 can be
trained on a given limited supervised dataset. The Decoder-2
has the flexibility to utilize available large unsupervised datasets
for better representation learning in a low resource setting. In
each training batch, with mixed samples from both unsupervised and supervised datasets, we compute both ASR and reconstruction loss for the supervised data, and only consider re-

construction loss with an unsupervised set to obtain joint loss
LossHybrid as a multitask learning loss using Equation-3
LossHybrid = α1 ∗ LossCT C + α2 ∗ LossAtt
+α3 ∗ LossRecons

(3)

where, α1 + α2 + α3 = 1 and α1 , α2 and α3 are tuned
hyperparameters.

3. Experiments
3.1. Data
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid unsupervised and supervised multitask learning approach, at first we
experiment with only supervised dataset TIMIT (standard 3696
Train and 192 Test utterances) exploring a different set of α’s
considering only last layer encoder representations to compute
joint loss LossHybrid . We further assess the effectiveness of including reconstruction loss, by tapping hidden representations
from different encoder layers for the same set of α’s.
In the next set of experiments, to leverage the advantage
of unsupervised data with our proposed multitask learning approach in a low resource setting, we carry out experiments on
subsets of Tamil and Telugu datasets which is the publicly available data provided by SpeechOcean.com and Microsoft for the
Indic languages Tamil, Telugu and Gujarathi released for the
low-resource ASR challenge [19]. We consider the Tamil 5000
and 500 utterances subset, from the provided Train set as our
supervised Train set Ta-Sup5k and Development set Ta-500
respectively. We also consider other non-overlapping sets of
10000 utterances subsets from each of Tamil and Telugu Train
set namely Ta-Unsup10k and Te-Unsup10k respectively as unsupervised data (ignoring the transcriptions corresponding to
these utterances) for our experiments. We report ASR performance on the standard Tamil Test set Ta-3026 (3026 utterances).
3.2. Training and decoding
We have used Encoder-Decoder modules of ESPNET Toolkit
[20] to develop our proposed hybrid unsupervised and supervised multitask learning architecture as shown in Figure-1. The
shared encoder consists of 5 layered Bi-directional GRU with
projections (BGRUP) encoder, 320 encoder units with projections. The Decoder-1 consists of a single-layer decoder, 300
decoder units supporting CTC and Coverage Attention mechanism. The Decoder-2 consists of a 5 layer BGRUP decoder with
320 decoder units with projection and a linear layer. We use an
Adadelta optimizer and train for 20 epochs with training batch
size 30 without subsampling.
For the shared encoder representations to jointly support the
supervised ASR task and unsupervised reconstruction task, we
train Decoder-1 for ASR loss to predict phonemes instead of
characters or words. So we consider Phoneme error rate (PER)
as an evaluation metric for our study.
3.3. Results and Discussion

for α3 = 0 to 0.33) with only supervised TIMIT Train set leads
to improvement in the PER. Here the Decoder-2 is provided
with hidden representations from the last encoder layer during
the forward pass for calculating reconstruction loss.
With our experiments on equal weights α’s (α1 =α2 =α3 )
for CTC, Attention and reconstruction loss we observe PER of
20%. With higher weight α3 = 0.6 for LossCT C , and comparatively lesser weights α2 and α3 , for LossAtt and LossRecons
respectively we observe improvements in PER.
Table 1: PER% observed for Supervised training with TIMIT,
with different α’s considering representations from the last encoder layer for training Decoder-2
α2

α3

PER

0.5

0.5

0.0

21.5

0.33

0.33

0.33

20

0.2

0.6

0.2

20

0.6

0.2

0.2

19.7

We notice that incorporating reconstruction loss in model
training helps in achieving better performance as shown in
Table-1. On the TIMIT dataset, without considering reconstruction loss (α3 = 0) the PER is 21.5%, but with the reconstruction
loss, the PER drops by 1.5%. This performance improvement
can be attributed to the regularization effect of reconstruction
loss as an additional task, which prevents the model from overfitting on a given supervised dataset.
3.3.2. Adding reconstruction loss to the Joint CTC-Attention
loss for supervised multitask learning with TIMIT, considering
tapping encoder representations from different encoder layers
With equal weights for the α’s, we observe consistently lower
PERs when the hidden representations are tapped from different layers of the shared encoder to compute reconstruction loss.
Next, we observe that with this set of best α’s (α1 =α2 =α3 ), we
get lower PERs when we tap representations from the first layer
of the shared encoder.
Table 2: PER% observed for Supervised training with TIMIT,
with different α’s, considering tapping representations from different encoder layers (Enc. Tap) for training Decoder-2
Enc. Tap

α1

α2

α3

PER

1

0.33
0.2
0.6

0.33
0.6
0.2

0.33
0.2
0.2

19.4
19.8
20.2

2

0.33
0.2
0.6

0.33
0.6
0.2

0.33
0.2
0.2

19.4
20.3
19.9

4

0.33
0.2
0.6

0.33
0.6
0.2

0.33
0.2
0.2

20.1
20.8
21

5

0.33
0.2
0.6

0.33
0.6
0.2

0.33
0.2
0.2

20
20
19.7

3.3.1. Adding reconstruction loss to the Joint CTC-Attention
loss for supervised multitask learning with TIMIT
As shown in Table-1, when compared to the setting where only
CTC loss and Attention based loss of Equation-3 is used as total
loss LossHybrid estimated on the supervised dataset with α3 =
0, α1 = α2 = 0.5, the inclusion of reconstruction based loss (i.e.,

α1

Compared to the representations from the last layers of the

encoder network, the lower layers of encoder networks learn
lower-level characteristics of the speech signal that is more useful for reconstruction loss decoder (Decoder-2). As the shared
layer is subject to both ASR and reconstruction losses, a reconstruction loss using the initial layers of encoded representation
helps the hybrid model architecture to utilize different levels of
abstraction of speech signal representations for the reconstruction task, which in turn influences a more effective representation for the ASR task from the last layer of the encoder.
3.3.3. Hybrid Supervised and Unsupervised multitask learning
in a low resource cross-lingual setting with Indian languages
Tamil and Telugu
As shown in Table-3 with the model trained on supervised Tamil
subset Train Ta-Sup5k, when reconstruction loss is not included
(α3 = 0), we observe a PER of 16.1%. When we include the
reconstruction loss the overall PER drops by 2.1%. This result
is consistent with our observations on Supervised TIMIT data
(Table-1). All the results reported in this section are based on
PER evaluated on the Tamil Test set Ta-3026.
Table 3: %PER for hybrid multitask learning approach on
low resource Indian languages in both monolingual and crosslingual settings

4. Conclusions
Low-resource languages often suffer from a lack of availability
of large labeled corpus for training highly parametrized ASR
models. We present a hybrid ASR system that can leverage data
from both unsupervised and supervised settings to better utilize
the available resources. Our joint learning approach uses a joint
loss comprising CTC, Attention and reconstruction losses. We
use a multi-tapping scheme where representation from different
layers of encoder network can be used for reconstruction loss
and helps the model to utilize different levels of abstraction of
speech signal representations for the reconstruction task, which
in turn influences a more effective representation for the ASR
task from the last layer of the encoder. Results show that the
inclusion of reconstruction loss and tapping from initial layers
of encoded representation helps in achieving better PER performance.
We benchmark the performance of our model in a lowresource setting by experimenting with low-resource Indic languages. We observe an improvement in ASR performance with
the inclusion of an additional unsupervised dataset in a monolingual setting. We further demonstrate that we can leverage unsupervised data from phonetically similar language in a crosslingual setting to improve the performance of ASR.
As future work, we will further explore ways of incorporating data from different languages in a multi-lingual setting within the multitask framework. We believe that multitask
learning approaches that integrate unsupervised representation
learning will provide a practical way to develop speech recognition for low-resource languages.

Unsup. Train

Sup. Train

α1

α2

α3

PER

−

Ta-Sup5k

0.5

0.5

0.0

16.1

Ta-Sup5k

Ta-Sup5k

0.33

0.33

0.33

14
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0.33

0.33
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0.33

12.6
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We intend to utilize existing unsupervised data to improve
ASR performance with our proposed hybrid unsupervised and
supervised multitask learning architecture in low-resource scenarios. For this, we consider both supervised set Ta-Sup5k and
unsupervised set Ta-Unsup10k. In each training batch, with
mixed samples from both unsupervised and supervised sets, we
compute both ASR and reconstruction loss for the supervised
data and only consider reconstruction loss with an unsupervised
set.
By this way of utilizing unsupervised data in a monolingual setting, we observe 12.8% PER i.e., an absolute 1.2%
PER improvement when compared to 14% PER with joint loss
training that does not use any additional unsupervised dataset.
We further demonstrate leveraging unsupervised data from
phonetically similar languages (languages that have a substantial commonality in their phone-sets) in a cross-lingual setting
using our proposed hybrid unsupervised and supervised multitask learning framework. To do this, we consider two languages
Telugu and Tamil which belong to the Dravidian family of Indian languages. We consider unsupervised Telugu subset TeUnsup10k and supervised Tamil subset Ta-Sup5k to train our
hybrid unsupervised and supervised architecture. We observe
12.6% PER i.e., an absolute 1.4% PER improvement with additional unsupervised Telugu data when compared to 14% PER
with joint loss training that does not use any additional unsupervised dataset.
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